
Case Study #3: Doug Hanson Performance Group Brand Update

Since 1995, Doug Hanson has been offering motivational seminars, team 
building exercises, and customized trainings to companies of all sizes 
and industries.

Overview

Tech Diva Media collaborated with Doug to 
update his marketing message, design and social 
media for a contemporary and professional 
virtual presence.

TECH DIVA MEDIA

Speaker and Entrepreneur Doug Hanson  Went From a 10-Year Old Site To A Full Brand Update  
Generating  Fresh Leads + Speaking Gigs Within a Month of Launching

Working with clients like the NFL, Comcast, Whole Foods, 
Coca-Cola, Kindred Healthcare and more, his reputation and 
lasting impact has fueled his company for years.  

However, to continue to stay competitive and diversify his 
business offerings, Doug needed a brand and strategy 
update. While he gets hired by CEOs with decades of 
experience, his audiences are often in their 20s and 30s. His 
new “look” and messaging had to establish credibility as well 
as enthusiasm across the board.



Here’s How Tech Diva Media Was Able To Help.

First, Tech Diva Media reviewed Doug’s competition and his 
target audience to understand how to update the positioning 
and unique messaging of Doug’s brand. Who would be hiring 
him—-and who would he be engaging with once he was hired?  

Tech Diva Media streamlined Doug’s existing content, focusing 
on the primary goal of driving new leads. With punchier 
headlines, more graphics and design elements, they designed a 
new website that demonstrated Doug’s personality while 
showcasing his credibility with dozens of well-known 
companies. 

In addition, Tech Diva Media collaborated with Doug to 
enhance his sporadic social media with consistent, authentic 
and inspiring daily updates.

The Creative Solution:Challenge:
With a well-established reputation and great rapport with past 
clients, Doug’s professional speaking business had been thriving 
for years. But Doug’s website was now 10 years old, used dated 
technologies (like Flash) and wouldn’t display properly on mobile 
devices. With a ton of content, it was a resource that was becoming 
more of a hindrance than an help to his marketing. 

Plus, Doug knew he wanted to create a foundation for future digital 
programs and offerings to diversify and reach new audiences. He 
felt his dated presentation wasn’t going to work.

Doug Hanson’s original website 
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Doug Hanson’s original logo 



New, branded images for Doug’s social media “Top fold” of Doug Hanson’s new homepage
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• While consulting during the project, Doug gained clarity on new digital programs and upsell offers to grow his 
business without stretching him too thin. 

• Doug became inspired by being able to step back and have Tech Diva Media offer new perspectives and breathe life 
into the next iteration of his business.  

• Within 6 months, Doug went from a quiet, random social media presence to an active platform of engagement with 
hundreds of new followers (without any investment in ads). 

• With an updated look, fresh ideas and a sense of ease around his digital marketing, Doug established new revenue 
streams by using his content in new ways to create digital offerings (i.e. a TV series, a published book, a content 
subscription, etc.).

Results:



Doug’s original “About” page
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The updated “About” page


